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A new home court?

Senate endorses idea
to move to Gardens
BY JERRY ELLIG

Coliseum three years agq, when the
University expected to play at the
Student Government Senate en- most three games there.
dorsed. a proposal Monday to move
Shearer said that since Xavier" now
the Musketeers' home conference plays eight or nine games In the Col-.
basketball games from Riverfront · iseum each year because of changes
Coliseum to the Cincinnati Gardens in the MCCrules, charges per game
.·
next season.
for using the facility will most likely
Senate's support was requested by be lower in a renegotiated contract,
· junior Alan Parra, · the student At the same time, he said that the
representative on the Athletic S1500 charge Xavier .would have to
Board's Executive Committee .. In a · pay to get out of the last year .of its
letter to· Senate, he and other sui- contract with the Coliseum is minor in
dents on the Board noted .Assistant comparison to the amount the UniAthletic Director Tony Harris' figures versity could save by moving.
showing that it would be less expenOther advantages of moving mensive for Xavier to play at the Gardens, tioned in the letter include:
''although some members of the
• Concessions and parking arc less
Board contest that the two fadlities _expensive. at the Gardens.
are comparable in prices.''
• WLWT (channel 5) has a conVice· President and Dean of Student · Development Rod Shearer tract with the Coliseum ·specifying
· pointed . out. to Senate that Xavier that tenants wishing to televise their
signed its four-year contract with the events at the facility must rent equipEdllor·IR·Chlel

Black Awareness -Week kicked off Sunday with an African Food
Fe1tlv.I, student dancers and a reggae band In the cafeteria and Ter·

rice Room.

_ ;. ..

.

Tonight lit 7:0o p.m.; Earl Graves, 8dltor of Bl•ck Enlerprl,.
magazine; wlll 1pe1k In the University Center Theatre on "The Future
of Blacks In Bu1lneas." . .
.
.
Tomorrow feature• . • workshop by Dr. Frances Cress Wel1fng In
· CBA 4 at 1:00 p.m., a'lecture by Dr. Wel1lng In the Theatre at 7:00
p.m., a. fashion show In the cafeteria at li30 p.m. and a Jazz band In
the cafeteria at 10:00 p.m.
·
.
· Saturday evening, the WHk concludes with the Antonio Johnson
Scholarship Fun~ banquet et the Westin Hotel with gueat speaker
··
·
Jullan Bond. (Tony Martino photo).
·.·

ment fiom WLWT and hire that station's technicians at a cost of around
$4000.
• The Coliseum is regarded as the
University of Cincinnati's home
court, whereas Xavier could be the
.
.
Gardens' priina:ry tenant;
• The Gardens is considered a better basketball facility ..
Objections· to· the move, the
students wrote, .center around the
danger of angering downtown alumni and other_ supponers of the
University by moving the team's
home coun away from the central city. Some opponents of the move also
question the ethics of breaking the
founh year of Xavier's contract with
·
the Coliseum.
After endorsing the proposal to
move by a 14-0-2 tally, Senate·voted
unanimously. to circulate ·petitions.
gathering student support for the
idea .
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. . A Mass at Saint Xavier. Church:will Stan the

<evening's. activities. This will be follo~ed by· ~n
.
hour reception for alumni starting at 7:00 p.m.
Xavier's Alumni Association has announced -The evening's events will be concluded by the
that this year.'} Homecoming" festivities will. ·.. Homecoming dinner a~d dance occurring from
.
take place the . weekend of September : .· 8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. .
30-0ctober 1 and that ·the dance will once . Last year, almost 1000 students and alumni'
·attended the.Homecomiflg dinner and dance.
again.be held at Stouffer's downtown.
.
This .total accounted for about 500 students
. Stephen Gehlert, director of alumni refations, said that on Friday night, September 30,
and over 1000 alumni ofy;hich one-third came
thcre will be a wine and cheese reception on
only for the dance;
·. the Edgecliff campus. Saturday !lfternoon's acDespite the success of last year's Homecomtivities will consist of a tailgate. pany to be
ing dance, s.tudents were dissatisfied wit~
followed ·by a sqccer game against Purdue.
several asJ>ccts of its location. In replay to a r~N•w1 R•port•f

~:: ... ~
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Lent prQgram h8s positive focus.
the chapel of Kuhlman.
Boyle and Fr. LaRocca would _like
students to sign up for the program
so that they commit themselves to, it.
' At the meetings, the scripture for
the next Sunday will be read and discussed. to "see .the meaning of the
·· stories to i:he people of the time and
to us and how they. shape our lives,"
explained Fr. LaRocca.
There will also be reflection on the
-symbols of the Easter VigU: fire,
water, salt, bread and wine. A half
hour of prayer will conclude the
meetings.
.
,
Boyle meiltiqned that an additional meeting 'time may be added if
the group becomes too large. She and
Fr. LaRocca will al~o consider running
the program at a'nothcr· time. that is
more convenient to commuters if the
resporisc fr_om commuters. indicates .
that it is necessary. .
Both Boyle and Fr: LaRocca hope
that thi: program will make positive
changes in the lives"of the students
who participate.
·
·, "On Easter you'll know why you.
renew. your. baptism - it has meaning in.·yQur. life,'' Fr. LaRocca pre-, . .
·dieted.
. · / '· · .
· .
::>B_oyle also sees·. the_. more im' :Ttlii Revererld':IOtln (1Rocci/s?.L~iinci1ccjlftr(lu~lt'ioft;"Mi inliruct~r Mliy ·.' .·mediate res\ilt.'of, the, program .• 'We..
•. ~,;RoH·;Boyl,e·'"°"(i~~t;;;_.h~l,:,~·~·~··~'::to E.liate~~\~.,..,'.,Htlni~~lfpar~.. : \'Vant' _th!!in (the ~u1dents)_:to .come
.- tlclpanl1 wl~ a cfelPerappreclatlon of b1ptf1m an~Ufll lileaurrtetlon~ (Tony away. with. a high. This is a real 'feel-.
'.~~~~'"! SJllOIO); :·, :, .. '
.. ·~(
-~
good' program,''. she assened.
Fr. LaRocca; who h~· run the program
before .with .· _other groups;.
. : . . NeW1 Repof'.tlr .
'·
believ~s that itwill •:put you in touch
,Is a
ofwith scripture and the symbols of the
·
fered to stu'den:ts by Mary Rose Boyle · Easter Vigil."
The ·program consists of four. Tuesof Campiis · Ministry · and . the
day evening meetings on February 22
Reverend John). LaRocca, S.J. Fr.
LaRocca . describes the program as and March 1, 15 ·and 22. The
meetings wlil be held at 9:00 p.m. in
· , "something positive to do_for Lent'."
BY MARGARET SHEA
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curring .point offrietion, the use oU.it~uff~r·~''.. that a boy~ott ofStotiffer.'s'.would be at best a
as the site of the .Homecoming Dance, Gehlcn · secondary boycott, which has in their opinion
said, ''This isan area that has been addressed by other moral implications;''
.·the Alumni.Association for the past three years,
and· our decision to use Stouffer's is based on
Complaints were also voi~ed concerning the
careful study of the positions of both the Social. crowdedness of the Btof!Ze ·Room, the location
Action and World Peace Commission of the of the student dance. "Logistically, .there is no
Archdiocese, who support a boycott, and of' ·other· place to go besides Stquffer's. ·Stouffer's .
Stouffer's and Nestles."
. .
is the only location large enough.to hold both
;'It is the opinion of the Board that Nestles.is ~ances, '.' s~a~ed Gehl.en. The only oth~r locafully attempting to comply with' the WHO uon s~ffic1ent~y large enough 1s the
code concerning the marketing of the infant Drawbndge Inn m Kentucky. This caus~s proformula in third world countries," .Gehlert blems since the state's legal drinking age is 21
·. coi;itinu~ .. ''It is also the opinion of the Board for both beer and hard liquor.
Relax Week
February 20·25

"Re/ax and Enjoy Life At Xavier"
Monday, February 2_1
11:30,a.m.-1:30 p.m.: YOUR HEART + STRESS = HYPERTENSID_N.. ~cGrath Health Center staff display and blood pressure checks,
-Umvemty Center Lobby.
Tuesday, February 22
2:30-3:3~ p.m.: '.'CoP_ing with the ups and .downs of collegelife,"
· Dr. I.on Kriner, University Center Theatre.
· .
. 8:30 p.m.: Rap Session; "Unity against the odds," Beverly Pryor,
Finn LOdge. ··
.
Wednesday; February 23
.
·
-1:30 p.m:: "Coping with the three P's: Parents, Peers and Professors,'' Laurie Thom3;5.aildBill Lucci, Kuhlman Hall Lounge. ·
· 2:.30 p.m.: Competmve ways co find summer and pan-time jobs,
Louise Burke, Kuhlman Hall Lounge.
.
7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.: "Working out your own stress profile "
Sharon Kiley, .Terrace Room.
·
.
'
· .10:0~ p.m.: Liturgy of Healing, Reverend Gene Carmichael, SJ.,
Pied Piper. .
. ,
·
·
Thursday, February 24 10:00 a.m.: "No sweat" workshop, Dr. Dave Chiappone Alumni
Lounge, Edgecliff.
.
·
·. '
· ·
.2.:30 p.m.: Relaxation through yoga, dancersize, and other exercise,
·Sheila Connolly, O'Connor Spores Center-gym.
.
·. ?:JO p.m.: BaskecbaJJ: XU vs. Oral Roberts, Fieldhouse.
-Friday, February 25
· ·
·
·.
12:30 p.m.-3:00.p.m.:.Rock Concert, GriJJ..
Vi.fliorI Pre welcomf! .in tbe fallowing chifef tl11ni1g tbe weeJ:
CA 200 15 lnterperI01111I Comm11111cgtionI, ''How the Spirit Moves, '·
February 22 find24; 8:30-9:15· ?:55~11: 10, Alter 2, Mary R~se Boyle.
£'.:110131 OrPIComm11111cg/1on, MWF 10:30a.m.; CA 2J941Copy
-E"11111g MWF11:30 a.m.! Alter 221, Maryjo Nead.
·. · ..
·
_.lH Jll FP1i/J 411tl/11It1'ce,. "Psychologkal effects of viOlation 'of
human rights in the USSR and effects ofthe threat ofnuclear war "Dr
VJ. Bieliauskas, February 22, 8:30 a.m., Alter 214.
·'
·
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Black Awareness: Campus leaders comment
BY CRISTY FULKS
N•w• Repol1•r

The following administrators and
student leaders occupy positions
_., which involve serving the students of
Xavier. They were asked to respond
lo the question, ''How do you see
Xavier meeting the needs of black
students on campus, and what· still
has to be done tp meet those needs?''

The Univ~rsity has made. ~ special concerns as they relate to the black
effort to hire black faculty in the students and gathering more inforEnglish department but that effort
mation from students prior to planwas unsuccessful. We hope that a
ning any new programs.
..
similar effort will be more successful
In closing, the needs of students
in the future. In the area of more on campus usually increase as the
black studies courses, this area is one needs of the larger black community
in which the Uniyersity needs to work increase. The economic conditions
·a great deal harder. (I am only aware facing tht: country will force us in the
' of two courses that relate to the black next ten years to ask the question,
experience - black literature course 'Do we want a diverse student
being taught' out of the English population reflecting the composidepartment· and a black theology . tion.of the country?' If so, then we
must be willing to make.the necessary
course.)
· We need to keep in mind that changes to support this goal.''
these are problem areas that date all
the way back to the late sixties and
early seventies when the organization
was founded, then known a5 the
Afro-American Student Association.
It ·remains the responsibility of the
· black student to constantly keep the
University to its commitment to its
black students, The Black Student
Association will continue its struggle
as long as there are black students on
the Xavier University campus. In doing this I hope that the kind of supponive cooperation that we currently
receive from the administration will
continue.':

Reverend. Charles Currie, SJ., Xavier
Presidenr:
"The University should be concerned about a quality, personalized
education for all .students. This
means we should be responsive to
panicular times. Black students face
particular challenges and have
specific needs on a predominantly
white campus; arid .. we should be
helping, .~h~s~:. st\i,den~s .. !ll~~L those
·
challenges' and .needs. .. . . . ..
We must do our best in recruit·
ment, in supponive services, in providing role models and in encourag'ing what is already a fine record of
kadership development for our black
students.· We have made good pro. gress; · but have much to do in all
these areas. I like to see it as a panne'rship in mutual enrichment be·
tween minorities and the Univer- Dr. Roger F~rtin, Dean, Edgecliff
.. College:
sity."
· "I see Xavier serving the black
. students.on our campus by·making it
possible for them to pursue; their
studies: in. an academic environment
in which the pursuit of excellence is ·
encouraged. We can best serve the
needs of all our students ·by con· ·
tinuing to push for high academic
standards. By understanding stu·
dents' differences in background,
knowledge; and interests we should.
continue to provide effective layers of
educational reinforcement and opponunities, such as academic tutor·
ing, high intensity courses, the
Academic Bridge Program, among
Daryle Lewis,' President, Black Stu-. others.';
·
dent. Association:
.'.'Let me state that this is not the
official position of the Black Student
Association. The statements made
are my own perso_nal positions on the
problems I see. ·
·
!First, I think w~ have a change in
the administratfon and with that new
ad.ministration, Fr. Currie and Dr.
Minahan, has come a higher.level of.
·awareness and sensitivity to the needs
of the black student here at Xavier.
And that. is critically important ,-that the commitment comes from the ·
top. I've had the opponunity to meet
with these two gentlemen on several
occasions and in these meetings we Beverly Pryor, Director, Afro··
discussed specific problem areas con- American Student Development:
cerning the black students at Xavier.
"The new administration mem- ·
This year,. we are working in a hers have voiced dc;ep concerns about
cooperative spirit, unlike previous meeting .the needs of the minority
years with previous administrations.
population on a campus. fa order to
Some· of the specified problems achieve an increase in the number of
we've discussed have been the needs- being met, there must first be
recruitment of more black students an historical analysis of the problems
and of a higher calibre of black facing black students, . particularly
students at the University: We've dis- looking at trends and repetition. ·
cussed hiring more black faculty ai:id
For example, this. is the second
adding some black study courses to time that a task force has been esta·
the curriculum. Thus far,. some pro- blished to study the needs of black
gre§S lias been ma~e '. particularly in students. I feel that this· repetition :
the" area of adm1ss10n .. ·A set of may be avoided five year5 from now
guidelines is. being d~afted for the by centralizing the· coordination·· of
both academie and· non-academic
recruitment of ~lack students.

Tony Bramer, President; Student
. Government:
"At Xavier, -we must serve the
black students on campus by striving
to break down any walls of prejudice

black students locally and nat_ionally.

lives:·
One of the first things that still
That effort must be intensified until needs to be done is to increase the
it is successful. ·Finally-,. through the number of black students attending ·
Black Students Needs Task Force, our . ·Xavier. We also need to' increase the
black students must keep the Univer- 1,1umber of black faculty and staff 00
., sity informed as to needs which are· campus. ·Orie of the bes.t ways of
· not yet being met.''
.
helping black students· feel more a
part of the 'school is to demonstrate
that .black faculty and staff are ari in.creasing .part of _our - instin~tional
identity.''

Dr. John Minahan; Academic Vice
.

.P!~i~~_l_lt:

"Black students expect much the
· same thing that white students expect from a Xavier education. By this
I mean that the black students expect Clyde Beard, Minority Counselor:
"I see X:;avier 'meeting' to come
to be well educated. The best service
that our teaching . faculty and up with ideals on ho~ to serve the
everyone else at Xavier ·can render is needs of black students in the areas of
to see to it that all of our students admissions, academics, financial aid .
whatever ·race, learn whatever is and social activities. I feel that Xavier
necessary to lead such rewarding has to.put those ideals into action."
.
·• • • • • • •••CLIP a· USE THI$ COUPON TO SAVE MONEY• • • • • • • • •
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. We must continue to increase the :
representation of minoriti~s In Stu·
dent · Government in order to
strengthen our sense of community.
Student Government must also strive
to carry on activities which address
not only the n~eds and concerns of
the majority but also the various
minority groups Qn campus.''
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·~.At~ SYSTEM SEVEN salons·:

! (where COlnmand ~e_used to _be)

Rod Shearer, Vice President and •
Dean of Student Development.:
.:
"First of all, Xavier should serve •
all of its students equally, insuring

tha(th~y receive the very'best education possible, and provide them with
the skills to be leaders in their
community.

Al 11= .$.

. ~V' C
·

· .

Alli=

!.l'!tlf C

·

·

Bl:i.ck students have a special need,
and that involves acdimation to' a·
predominantly· white environment.
Every faculty member, administrator

• .
.and student leader at Xavier must be •
alert to this need and provide all of
the assistance and lmderstanding •
they can.
· While some progress is being made
•to provide for the special needs of our
black students, more must _be ac~

·
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PERM 'w/o haircut
Reg $32 - now $25

HAIRCUT w/ perm

Reg $16 .- now,$9·

:· •,.

ftftft. CLEARANCE SALEI Wlde
' ' ' · ' selectlon of home products
• • • , available at HALF-PRlCEI

(~ .Check how much _you'll save/)
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complished. More black facµlty and
administrators are needed to provide
role models and advisors for black
s.tudents, A better balance in ex~ •
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Heimlich lends expertise to
Advanced Clinical Science
BY BILL KRONENBERGER
New1 Reporter

Last Saturday saw · the Intramural Department host Its flrsf ever
.snowball softball tournament, See story on page 7. (Tony Martino
·photo).
·
·

C_IRCULATION· MANAGER.
WANTED
The Xafller News la In need of a Clrculatlon Manager for the
resf'of the spring semester. The position requires.about one
hour of work per week, from 12:00 p.m~·1:00 p.m. ·on
Thursdays~·
· · .. .
.
If you are Interested, stop by the Xavier News office behind
~he Information Desk In the University.Center, or call x3581.

Another of Heimlich's new ideas
involves. a possible cure for cancer malaria. Heimlich's idea is to give
cancer patients malaria. He points
out that hyperthermia (unusually
·high heat of body tissue) is effective
in many instances in diminishing the
effects of cancer and destroying
lesions.

For the 12th Straight Year

Daytona Beach
Spring Break 1983
F.riday, March'.4 ~·Sunday,.March 13
. 2184)00. .

8 exciting Days-7 exhilarating Nights! ! I

.

Limited Accommoclatlon•-R9141rve· Your Seat now•.
· . Get th~ most tor. your vacation S's .
. . Call and Compare

Contact-549-0412

Few people at Xavier realize that
Dr. Henry); Heimlich, M.D., creator
_of the Heimlich Maneuver, is a professor of Advanced Clinical Sciences
here.
Heimlich, who came to Xavier five
years ago, noted that while he does
hot teach .any classes, he does .do
research and give periodic lectures at
Xavier.
Heimlich is always buw turning
out new ideas and inventions. In
addition to the well-known Heimlich
Maneuver, he has developed an
operation for constructing a new
esophagus (in the 1950's), a valve for
chest drainage (1967) and a number
·of other ideas and inventions.
One of Heimlich's more recent
developments is the Heimlich MicroTrach, a portable oxygen supply for
people who. have emphysema or
other lung diseases. The system consists of a small tube which is inserted
directly into the trachea, and a six
pound oxygen supply tank which
lasts from six to ten hours.

Heimlich reasons that this hyperthermia could be caused by a high
fever, such as that of malaria. He
noted that major cancer institutes are
treating patients by applying high
temperatures to certain cancers but
that they have not yet recognized the
use of malaria on cancer patients.

Brokers lie, /IMC 154-373
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U.S. and U.S.S.R. Computers would
be used to calculate the benefits of
mu.mat trade. According to Heimlich, the two superpowers have two
choices: .expand trade or destroy each
'
other. · .
Hemilich says that the idea will
work because it is practical. If the two
superpowers are dependent on each
other for trade, neither will want to
destroy the other for feai: of harming
·
its economy and its people.
"Computers for Peace" would also
improve the economies 'of the U.S.
and U .S-.S.R., he contends. For example, many major U.S. industries
and farm groups warit increased trade
with the U.S.S.R. to increase their
profits. :
A number of recent events are
cited by Heimlich.as ;i,,move toward
his idea ..·First, ·. Preside.nt Reagan·. h~
He stated that his idea of giving lifted sanctions on grain,. wheat·and'
. malaria to cancer patients is only an pipeline supplies, causing increased
idea at this point. However, he is col- trade between the superpowers. Also,
lecting data showing that malaria Secretary of State Schultz has ..said
· does stop or slow cancer. ·
that more interest must be put in the
Statistics from the World Health world economy.
Organization have shown that counThe obvious question about "Comtries which have high malaria rates puters for Peace" is: Why is a medical
have low cancer rates and that coun- doctor proposing solutions for world
tries which have low malaria rates peace? Heimlich answers that "the
have high cancer rates.
other things we're doing are worthless without world:peace.'" · ·
''Once I have.sufficient:statistics, l
·--An·idea'simitai''tiP-'ComputerHor!
will take it .to the poiric ·c;Fcreating Peace" was used '.succe~sfullrin''.~h~'
people (can.!=er patients) with the con-' 1978 Middle East Peace Treaty. be~
sent of the institutions and govern- tween Israel and Egypt. Heimlich
mental approval," he said.
thinks that the idea will work for the
The project which Heimlich superpowers because "self-interest
regards as his most important is en- dictates that people accept this
titled "Computers for Peace:" His ('Computers for Peace').''
.
idea:;shows :how· world peace c~n be'
In order to promote ''Computers
achieved by using scientific methods for Peace," Heimlich is currently
and computers:
·
seeking funds to conduct a contest for
The cornerstone of "Computers for people 16-26 years of age which
Peace" is increased trade between the would involve writing a 100 word
answer to the question: "Why are
the U.S. and U.S.S.R, · heading
toward nuclear w~(,',.'. He;is;;ilso giving worldwide'~'.·:'sp'eechef about
"Computers for Peace." He has just
completed a two week tour of West
Germany.
Heimlich· is a family man, with
IS
twin daughters at Stanford University, orie son who is a musician and
another who is an attorney. His wife,
Jane, writes for The Cincinnati
Enquirer. ·
And Heimlich loves Xavier: "Mv
· happiest and most productive years
have been :it Xavier.''
Dr. Heimlich will be speaking at:'
Xavier on Tuesday~ February 22,
about his new idea, ''Computers Jori u
Peace,'' al 8:00 p.m. in the Univer-,.
si'ty Center Theatre. Admission'isfre~.·1!:

DAYTONA INN
BROADWAY

SPRl.N.G
BREAK

Call now for
Information, rates
and reservations

1·800·8l4.;1122
THIS IS A TOLL FREE CALL

l[)t\.,,-lri()~A I~~

·13l?U~l()Wt\'1
219 South Atlantic Avenue
Daytona. Beach, FL 32018

DON'T MISS.IT!

------.-------...,··::
TYPING SERVICE
No Job too big or small.
· Word Processor
n
·Variety of types
Fast Service· Low Rates
Call 542·6739.. Ask for Pat.
Part Time Work
Babysitting for one child.
Wyoming Area; Will work hours
around your schedule, but regular
hours·.needed. Experience, likes
children & car needed. Call S&.i8
after 8pm - 761-0820

Business Manager Wanted
The Xavier News is currently accepting
applications for the position of Business
Manager 1983-84. The Business Manager
· is responsible for obtaining advertisements for each issu.e and weekly maillngs
to subscribers. For more information conM
tact the Xavier· News office at X-3561 or
Mike Santen at' X-3607. ·

_,.,

··,: ..

CornrnentarY
Coliseum vs. Gardens
Muskies deserve their own home court
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Student Government Senate did students a great favor Monday in voting to endorse . M'Pt.."f ~ t=e.MML . - - OI'- S:IFTUH MOM~$. · ~-~uNt>S.
the proposal to move Xavier's off-campus home court from Riverfront Coliseum to the
Cincinnati Gardens.
·
·
A purely sentimental argument. in favor of the change is that Xavier simply deserves
its own home court. There is no reason that the Musketeers should have to worry .about
being regarded as a team which uses the University of Cincinnati's court when the Bearcats are ori the road.
What the issue really comes down to, though, is money. In an era of rising tuition and
often shrinking or non-existent student incomes, it is heartening to discover a way in
which the University can cut back on costs while sacrificing neither the interests of
student-athletes nor those of the student community at large.
In addition to saving the Athletic Department money, a move to Cincinnati Gardens
would benefit individual students in more direct ways. Parking and refreshments have
been cited as two areas in which the Gardens is less costly than the Coliseum. Also, the
Gardens is simply doser to Xavier, so students will be saved time, money and hassle
·
·
..
.
when they go .to games.
As far as breaking the University's contract with the Coliseum is concerned, it should
be noted that the ''escape clause'' compelling Xavier to pay the riverfront arena S1500 ·
to get out of the last year of the contracfis pan of the contract; Although Xavier's move
to the Gardens would no doubt be inconvenient for the Coliseum, it could hardly be """"'"""""'~------------called 11 UOethical" U~leS~ the U DiVCfSity fCfUSCS (0 piy the 1500. .
,
~.:r,,:,..rt~.e!' .-:r::~~nn~~:::~~r:.l~of~~~..::::~~·•tit i1utTomp.1nwd hv !hi~ n1111r~: Nrprinlf'd with pt'rmillllion from Rf.A SUN mll•riw. Capyristll 1ei 1~ hr lhf'
Another concern voiced is· that taking the Musketeers out of the Coliseum may
displease some alumni and other University supporters who believe that the team is better off plaY,ing downtown.in the more prestigious setting. The question that must be
raised in response to this objection is, ''Who's l'llnning the show?"
Basketball is first and foremost a student activity. In the decision between the Cincin-.
nati Ciardens and Riverfront Coliseum, the interests of die students - both spectators
ment or fulfillment. The existential thinker,
and team members - should have priority. The Muskies ought to move their home
Nichlas Berdyaev, ·offers an unusually pene~
coun to the Gardens.
·
As one currently enrolled in· the Military i:rating critiqu~ of fanaticism, in which he sees
Science program here at Xavier, .I was very im- it as "one of the most painful distortions of
pressed by the anicle which appeared in last · conscience·"
· week's issue.
In fanaticism, there- is no more room for
One of the main factors which convinced me freedom, nor for •'pure and first-hand moral
to enroll in ROTC at Xavier was the impor- valuations.: .. "
tance. the cadre place on respect for the
The idealism. of the fanatic person becomes
apparent when he or she will allow an idea to
·not equal four. "Yo~ could be wrong," they student.
Opinion pages of newspapers often tend to
Deciding upon a military profession is a mean more to him or her than concrete human
say. To which the proper response is, "I could
become intellectual battlefields, with writers
serious commitment not all are called on to persons. This idea becomes a justification for
battering ~h other with the. bludgeons of
berig~t.'' .. ,. ,~····
..·
.
· Ii is timdo realize· that taking a firm stand is . take. At Xavier, the cadre make sure that the any mor.al·atroeity·in order to·attaindts end .. _',
argument· 'while attempting ·somehow· c'o
Berdyaev points to the Inquisition as a sober_.
no kind of intellectual sin. A theory is assumed . cade.ts will be properly prepared for such a ·
"mold public opinion." Often, intellectto be correct until it can be convincingly . future. Jn ·other ROTC programs, cadets arc ing reminder of the extent to which fanatics
ualoids of left and right alike stoop. to the use
demonstrated that it is not. One should always sent to advanced camp in dire need .0 f better will go to protect an idea, in this case a totally
of rhetorical "dirty tricks" in order to look
good while avoiding making.a point. Hence,
be open to such demonstrations; one sh~uld training. I feel content that Xavier's pro- · abstract "faith" for whose protection no atronot surrender one's capacity to think in the face fessional Militiry Science attitude eliminates city was too extreme .... To become as God, we
an insider's guide to some of these tactics:
must become tolerant and shun fanaticism.
"That's j11st a11 abstract theory; let's looi al of those who mindlessly repeat, ''you could be the possibility .ofthat crisis occurring.
"facts''·'· ",, .. ,,,.... ··· .. : · · '
wrong!"·
·
·
Finally, ROTC is presented not as the Tolerance is "the virtue of humaneness and
, h;;
5tat~~t, ~akc~.;~~~i~tim: iook as if h~ - · .; -Thearg11me111from i11timitiatio11: _
military:aspect of Xavier, but as the ·college. love of freedom, a considerate: attitude to~
. human souls and their path in life which is
is.offin space;whilc the attacker is dealing with
This argument takes many forms, and is the . aspect of the Atllly.
always complex and painful.-, .. " ·. · ·
reality. In reality, nothing· could be further
intellectualoids' favorite dodge. It normally
.-J0e'Trombby
Mr. Schutzman docs -not glorify the revfrom the truth. In order to ·make sense of a11J
runs, "only those who arc ignorant (evil, heart~
erence for life. He belittles it. I, and many.
less, etc.) can believe:.. " or, '.'you don't relll/y
set of facts, they must be systematized into some
others; share a profound reverence for life theory or another.
think ...... Sometimes it takes the form ·of the
· such a reverence is·clcarly:intcgrat to.the prin·
Facts do not make a theory; a theory is an ex~ . ~gumcnt , from quasi authority, such IS, · ·
·
·
·
··
''Margaret Mead says ... •• and then clo5ing the · I wish to reply to Jerry Schutzman'sfrcqucnt ciples at the bean of the Christian option ...
planatioli made to fit facts. Now it may be true
·
··
attacks upon philosophies which neither .docs
.The issues suirounding .the pro-choice/prothat there are facts better explained by one
ISSU6~.
it
can
take
the
form
made
popular
by
~e seem abl~ to c~~prehc~d, nor to deal with . life controversy are"complex and painful." To
theory than another, 59 that one is more apt to
those who ''~ink with their hearts,'.' namely,... 10 a Prod.uct1vc sp1.rn of daal~~~·
, , approach this dialogue, which · somehow
be right ..But_.mctcly looking ~t .a set of facts
"a'pproai:hing this issue with cold reason ig- : , : He ~~1msto be antcr~~cd,1,n free speech,.
manages to continue, in spite of people such as.
docs not automaticalfy yieid _an .explanation,
norcs the h11ma11 aspect of the problem,''. or, an.d · m!cllectu~ act1v1t~ .... However.. h!5 Mr. ~hutzman and 'hiS equally free-thinking
much less the right one. A gi>od theory, more"that may be true, but people arc ~tarving!~'
m1Sbehav1or .and. urespo~~1bd1ty, IJ?th .1~ ~!5 counterparts in the pro-choice movement, on
over, already accounts for the facts.
All these forms of argument are just ways of col~mn and 10 ha~ ot~er occasions ~f vmbah- th~ uncompromising pretense that we have all
avoiding the issue while .making one's oppo- ry, e.~., fr; Drm~ ~ talk, ar~ a_dasgracc to of the answers (i.e., the absol11te ll'llth of the
ncnt look bad. The last, the argument from the ~h~ Xavier com~un!tY s reputation .f?r honest, · situation), is the height of political and social
bean, is probably the most evil of all." I do not msaghtfu.1 9uest1onmg of the spmtual and · naivete, and the depth of spiritual bankruptcy.
make this statement without justification; such moral prmcaples that are at the base of all that
Mr. Schutzman, we as members of the Chris·
By Paul .St. F. Blair
an argument is tantamount .to one's saying,. we are, and at.I .th.at w_e do ...
tian community, particularly the Xavier com. Su~h a position brmgs ~c to my reason f~r munity, deserve better than this. So do the lost
"let's not think, let's do something!" as.one
jumps into shark infested waters looking for a br_eakmg my embarrasse~ sde~ce. In one ofh1s human persons, whose memory 'you ha:rdly
"You may be wrong, so you are. "
recent columns, for one occasion, Mr. Schutz- have helped to sanctify.
lost contact Jens.
• This argument is aimed at those who -have . There are proper: and improper ways to do m~ attacked, personally, . politically, a.nd
-Lester A.· Myers ('83)
too much integrity to weaken their own posi- everything, and these are discovered only spmtually, one of the most respected Jes~tts,
tion. It usually takes the form, "nobody can be . through a reasoning process. Emotions are not · teachers, and Con~re~spersons m the United
fjettrrs llolicu
sure of anything," or, "nature is too complex tools of cognition. They may help identify a States. Such ~ehavao~ as b~yond contempt, not
The Xavier· News welcomes letters from
to be treated so simply."
problem; they do not help solve it.
out of a sacnfice of the ideal of free specc~.
our readers. letters should by typed if at
In reality what is being treated simply is the
There are· many ways to avoid peninent but, rather; out of.a fear for its slow death in
ali possible and must include signature
argument, since the one who raises this type of issues; these are a few_ of the most common to- the Xavier community, at. the hands of dema- .
and phone. number for verification.
point often can't think of anything else to say. day. Arguments may often be peppered with gogues such as Mr. Schutzman ...
letters ''an be left in. the mailbox on the
But the fact that one can make mistakes says · emotional language. and this is not necessarily_
Fanaticism .is a .dise~e which w.e must be
door of the .News office, which is located
absolutely nothing about whether one has ac- bad. Their intellectual content, however; must careful to avoid, smce It dulls our mner, coni11. the. corridor behind the Information
tually made a mistake or not.
be handled properly - not with generic rhe- templative sense of purpose with regard to vital
- Des~ i11 the U11iversity Center.
Some people who raise this argument will torical inanities.
issues, such as abonion and human rights. In
We reserve the rigllt to edit or condense
even go so far as t~ claim thai: two plus two may
Palll Blair is an HAB!physics major.
. our haste to embr~ce an idea, w~ ~~y lose'sight
lengthy or hard-to-read letters and to
of all else, becommg obsessed wtth tts advance·
·
commerit edit<;>rial/y ,on any letter.

s
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This

Columnist savaged

Right Reason

The X•11iu News is published weekly throu1hout the
school ye..r, euept du1in1 vacation and exams, by the
s~u.de~ts of Xnier University, 3800 Victory Pkwy., CincmMh, Ohio 45207. · ·
The statements and opinions of the X•11ier News are
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lo Mike Santen,.Business Mana1er (513-745·3607).
Ente1ed as third class m'11!er at the U.S. Posl Office
under permit number 1275.
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1983·1984 EDITORS SOUGHT
· Xavier's Programs and Publications Committee is now accepting applications for the positions of. editor-in~chief and business manager of
.the Xavier News, editor of the Musketeer yearbook, and editor of the
·Athenaeum, Xavier's literary magazine. Interviews for the positions will ·
· take place after Spring Break. Applications and information are
available at the Information Desk in the University'Center.
SG UAY ON THE MALL
.
Friday, Fe_bruary 18, will be Stud~nt Government Day on the Mall.
Officers of SG will be passing out coff~e and doughnuts, and answering
students' questions from 8:00 a.m. • 1:00 p.m. They will also be collecting signatures on a petition in suppon of moving the Musketeers'
_ home basketball games from Riverfront Coliseum. to the Cincinnati
-Gardens..
.
·
ELECTIONS BOARD
. Applications for the Student· Governm.ent Elections Board· are now ·
being accepted. Representatives from each class.are nee·ded. Contact the
SG office, x3560.
·
·

Special· education director
describes work on council
BY UMA RAJU
NIWI Reporter

Dr. Sally W. Pruden, director of
special · education
of Xavier.
University, has recently been re. elected for the second year to the
Ohio Advisory Council on Learning
Disabilities.
· Pruden described the council's
purpose as .. dealing with children of
all age groups who have learning
disabilities. I offer advice to the
council in dealing with these children
and personally. advise them on procedures and so forth."
in a re.cent interview..

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS SCHEDULED
·Spring elections have been scheduled for Thursday, March 17, an~f
Friday March 18. Petitions for candidacy will be available at the University Center Information Desk beginning Monday, February 28. A man. datory candidates meeting will be held on Thursday, March 3. All who
have submitted ·candidacy petitions must ~ttend this meeting to run.
Offices open include· sophomore, junior and senior class officers,
eight Senate seats, president and vice president of Commuter Council
and Resident Hall Council,· and president and vice presidents of Stu·
dent Government. If you have any questions, please contact. the SG of- .
fice at x3560.
LITTLE SIDS
.
. Pruden, \\'.ho has been working at
Xavier Student Government again will host Little Sibs Weekend
Xavier-University since 1973 as the
from February 25-27 .. This weekend gives each student a chance to indirector of special education, provite his or her little brother or sister to visit Xavier· for a weekend of
vides programs for university
"college life.':' For more inform~tion, please contact the Student
students majoring in special educaGovernment Office. ·Registration deadline is February 21.
. tion. In addition to her work· at
CAMPUS TALENT
.
.
.
Xavier, Pruden, a psychologist, does
We are looking for legitimate talent on the campus of Xavier Univer- _ diagnostic work with young children.
sii:y. If you are a comic, musidan, singer, play in band, etc. we want
"Diagnostic work involves helping
you. Four or five acts will be chosen to debut the evening of March 25.
children who have learning and
The top three acts will receive cash prizes. For more information, con·
behavioral problems,'' she
tact" Bill Lucci at x3202 or Terri at x3932.
explained.
·
WIN $25.. 00
- .
.
· Funhcrmorc, she is a consultant
. From now until March· l, work .on your poster for the Fine Arts Com·
mittee's Contest. The poster which best typifies the theme of Peace.'
Awareness Week will win. The week will be held from March '20-26.
The best poster maker wins.$25.00 an.cl the winning poster will be
reproduced for distribution during the week. . .
HAPPY 8-DAY, GEORGE!! .
.
.
Celebrate Washington's Binhday with the College Democrats. Buy a
few cherry-topped cake i:reats Monday and Tuesday, February 21 and 22
respectively,· iii-the I.Obby of the Un~versity Center.
SQUARE DANCE . ·
.
. ... .
.
.
. ·. The Xavier University Singers' second annual square dance, featurmg . ·
·.- callers Bob and Edna; is scheduled for next Saturday, february 19, from
BY JEFF McHENRY ..
. . . .,
.,.... ·119jiciiiir •" -" " , .,...
. ; 8:30'.p;m.:.·to' 12.:30.~im·.> Admission ·is:Sl.00: and.- all·students.are.. ,
•·'·".'.':''"':.:
>- "·
.. , .. , ·., ·
·welcome;.· ,,. · .·· '' "J
Or;·
Mcndei5ohn,' a Har·
TEACHER OF THE YEAR·:
. · -~
. . .
..
·,
vaid profcsscir.. called for res~nsiblc
·. ·. · .Alpha Sigm:a Nµ is now acceptiitg nominations for its founh. annual · ·· research among scientists during his
.Bishop Fenwick Teacher of the Year Award: Any group of students may
address in Xavier's University Center
available from Ann Rahrig~
inake a nomination. Complete ·rules
. Theatre · Thursday· night, February
x3474, Beth Brinkman, 521-0149, Dave Gunderman, x3925; or M.R.
10.
.
'
Youstra, x3128.
·
·
The addrc5s, ·entitled "Frankcns~
SPEECH AND DEBATE
.
tcin at Harvard: Politics of RecombiAnyone interested'in attending a tournament at John Carroll Univer•.
nant D.N.A. Research,". was
sity, near Cleveland, March 10; 11and12 or intett,stedj.n ju~ging an
·'directed to a group .. of .Cindnnati.
upcoming 'tournament·at Princeton High School, please contact ·Mark
·scientists. The Cincinnati .sector of
Harmon, x3i37.
·
·
.·the
AmeriCan Chemical Socicry spon·
ATHENAEUM
.. ..
. sored the event. .
.
· . The Athenaeum, Xavier's literary• quanerly, is, currently accepting
Mendelsohn, who· specializes .in
submissions; All material and manuscripts should be submitted to the
the field of molecular biology, ·
Athenu11m: Xavier University· Post ·Office .. Please include a SASE..
Deadline.for submissions is Match 16, 1983. ·
·
SENIORS
·
.
·
·
.
.
Sign-up to have your senior pictures take~ at Executive Stu~ios. Ap·
pointmcnt sheets are located at the Informauon Desk. Please sign-up as
soon as possible for your picture if you wo1,1ld like it to ~e included in
The Reverend Edward J. O'Brien,
the 1983 editfon of the Musketeer. If the times at.the Information Desk
S.].,.68, vice president of special proarc inconvenient, please call·Executive Studios at 241-4959 for a more
jects at Xavier University, died sud.
convenient time. Deadline is the middle of March.
denly early Wednesday morning.
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SC~NCE MAJORS
Mass. of the Christian Burial will be
The fifth forum in the Liberal Arts Alumi Career. Series entitled,
said Saturday, 10 a.~. at Bellarmine
''Careers for History and .Political Scierice .Majors~'' wiU be held on
Chapel. on the Xavier University
'February 24 at 1:·30 p.m. in the Terrac.e Room. Speakers from the
·campus.
Kroger Company, First National Ban~ '?f ·ci?ci~nati.. the l~w fir!D
. The Reverend Charles L. Currie,
Manley, Jordan and Fischer.an~ the Cmcmnat1:Hlstor1cal So~1ety wdl
S.J. ~ president of Xavier, noted,
share their thoughts about career paths·for the hberal arts ~a1ors, how
"Father O'Brien's career was notable
their degrees apply to theirjobs and.will offer job hunting i:ips. Sign up _ · for his interest in helping young peo_. pie .. No matter· ho\V many other.
in the CP&P Office. .
.·
·
·.
. . - ·
PAX WEEK PLANNING· MEETING,
· ·:responsibilities and assignments he
There will be a.planning meeting for Peace Awareness at Xavi~r week
assumed, he always had time to help
young men who were far from home
on Thursday, February 17, at 2:00 p.m. in the Regis Room: All
·· ·
.
· .·
·.
· · ·
welcome.·
·
.
and needed special ,attention in find. ing a niche at Xavier. He also touched
SENIOR CLASS
.
.
• . .
.
.'
the lives of countless parents, alumni
Ariy senior interested i!1 P.anicipating·i? ~ senior.retreat.~n April
8-10, please contact Joe Tito m Campus Mmmry. The costwdl be ap·
and friends.of Xavier as he traveled to
wherever there was promise of buildproximately $25.QO. Phone x3398. . '·
· ·
, .. ·
ing the University.family. He wi_ll be
PIED PIPER
. . -.
·
- .
· · .h. Rh' ·
.
The Pied Piper is sponsoring a 24 hour retreat to th~ Over-t e· . me . sorely missed.''.
Professor and administrator at
area on Febtuary 1.8~19. If you are interested, please sign-up at the InXavier for 33 years, .Fr ..O'Brien was
formation Desk.
..
· ' . · •. ·· · ·. .
best knowp for the O'Brien Seminar
HEIMLICH
- . · ·
. .
b.
·.
Series established· in his 'honor by an .
. . Dr'. Henry Heimlich will speak at Xa~.ie~on ~uesday, ~e _ru~~}2, m
anonymous donor. in: 1.974. The free
the University' Theatre at 8:00,p.m. He1mhc~ wdl talk. about ~1s . Compublic lectures bri:>ughho Cincinnati
puters. For Pea~e'.' program~ an eco!1om1c plan to ~void -nuclear
such speakers a5 futurist Rnrkminsrr.r
·holocaust by showing t:Wo hosule ~ou~mes t~e m~t~al benefits O.~ tra~e.
Fuller theologian Avery Dulles; S.J.,
,He will also discuss his many medical mvenuo!1s which have caused. ~1m
diplomat Arthur Goldberg and movie ·
to be dubbed the.man who has saved more hves than any other ~1v~ng
director Frank. Capra.
American. Heimlich will answer questions after th.e spee~h. i.\dm1ss1on
."Since its inception; Fr. O'.Brien's
is free. The.Student Government Speakers Commmee will .be spons?r·
lect.ure
series consistently made a
irig the event.

a

. for the Youth Diversion Center. "I
work in a program - New I.ife for
Youth - which deals with troubled
young . ,people · at the Juveni.le
Center..
"More important!/," .according fo ·
Pruden; "this year a. Xavier· we have
begun a special prog~am for the han·
dieapped." Pruden informed, "We
are developing a program and a
booklet for the hand~cappe~ students
who apply and are admitted . to
Xavier· University."
.. She has ·researched problems of
handicapped students at several Ohio
· univer5ities who deal with the h.an- .
dicapped on their campuses. Pruden
· explained that such a program · is
necessary· because ''by federal law
Xavier must accept '1111 students who
fulfill the requirements" and this
poses somewhat a problem for the
handicapped.
· · According to Prud~n. the program's success depends on how well
it goes .this year. "I really can't say
whether the program is a.· success
because this is our first year, but I'm
optimistic."

Asked . whether she enjoyed ·her
·work, though, . Pruden replied cmp~aticafly, ''_I l~v~ .it.} ef!joy working
with the young and helpmg them
with their learning problems, and I
think that is why I am pushing for·
the handicap program at Xavier."
.

·Harvard professoi" makes~pl~~~"."'."
for responsible scientific study
Everett

are

discussed recombinant D.N.A., the
. result .of the procesS of splitting. the
basic unit of life, D.N.A. Once the
split occurs, he attempts to insen
some genetic information. The
recombinant process, Mendelsohn.
·feels, will assist in the curing of many
h1,1man genetic flaw~.

He expressed concern for bµsincss
panicipation in the future ofD.N.A.
He noted an example. Hex, a German chemical company, spent $40
million indirectly on Harvard University just to become involved with the
commercial.aspects of D.N..A., ·
This academic-industrial society.;.'5
~~ml,~~9JJ~·:d~~ri~drit11oftcil
Ileads
Mendelsohn added that •the' pro- .: ·
·. ccss is the mark of a biological revolu- to rapid, ..careless .experimenwioil.
tion and if it is not properly guided Scientists' .once intuitive nature· hi.s
bio-hazards may occur. As a result, changed to a competitive one. They
Mendelsohn asked for the institution now keep research to themselves,
slowing down possible advancement.
of guidelines for research .. He
specifically called for "science ex- For these reasons; Mendelsohn called
perienced in a public panicipator}' for either. public or governmental
· ·• :· .. ·
·· . control.
fashion.'!
1

... "

O'Brien 'seminar ·moderator d,ies "

.

·,,

:·

. " .." "·
library and schola~hips.
Fr. O'Brien came to Xavier in
i949. Since then he moderatecfi:lie
Parents Club for parents of undergraduate students ..
In Fr .. O'Brien's 33-year tenure at
Xavier, he was professor of theology
and history (1949-1952) •. assistant
director of admissions (1950-1954),
director of admissions (1954-1959), ·
assistant to .the president
(1959-1974), and vice president of
special projects (1974-1983).
.
. Fr. O'Brien entered the Society of
· Jesus on August 14,. ·1932, at the
; Jesuit D()Vitiate i.n Milford. He was or·
dainedJune 13, 1945 a.t West Baden
College in West Ba~en, Indiana.
The Chicago native earned his
bachelor of arts degree in history
from Loyola University, Chicago, in
significant co.ntributi<>n to the life of 193(i; licentiate in philosophy from
the mind:'at the university,"~said Dr. West Baden· College, West Baden,
Roger fortin, dean of EdgecliffCot~. Indiana, in 1937; 'master of arts'
lege and .history professor. ~'It prci- . C:legrce in _history from Loyola Univervided intellectual opp.ortunities for -Sity, Chicago,·in 1941-; arid licentiate
our students, faculty, alu~ni and . in sacred theology from West Baden
friends to. hear, meet and converse College. in 1946..
with son;e of rhe nation's leading.
Fr. O'Brien's family includes Lois
· scholars.''
·
K. McTigue, a sister from CinCinnati,
Fr. O'Brien also. moderated the and' Evelyn Nelson, a sister from
Mardi Gras Ball. The 32nd .ball was Chicago. He also leaves nephews Ed.
held this past Saturday, February 12. ward]. McTigue, Daniel F. McTigue,
In ·Fr. O'Brien's eight years as . and John P. McTigue, all of Cincin~
moderator, the. ball ·raised .about nati, and a niece Mary Alice McTigue
$175,000 to benefit the university Walsh of Dubuque, Iowa.
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La Salle a· team effort
BY BARBARA STEGEMAN
Sports Reporter '

Depth, the word most associated
with the Muskies, appeared· as ·a
physical reality in the 109·8~
triumph over LaSalle February 9. The
entire bench played · and found
opportunities to score as Xavier
posted 'its second 100 plus point victory of the season:
At the onset, the Explorers lost the
tempo when Vic Fleming stole an inbounds pass, producing a layup to tie
the score at 11-11 '. Seconds later,
Fleming again shot off the board to
give Xavier its enduring lead. B)t the
half, LaSalle trailed 58-30.
· The Explorers, who had trouble
·against the Muskie starters, discovered the profound dimensions of.

the Musketeer bench ·in the last 20 Johnson (4 points):collec~ed the rest
minutes of play .. The ~ide open for the starters..
Off the bench, John Kelley and
offensive battle expanded to both
ends of the court, .but Xavier con- Ralph Lee gathered eight points each
tinued to dominate. LaSalle's two while Richard Harris and Steve Wolf
comeback attempts n~ver ·matured each landed three ·field g~als· for six
into anything . significant as .. the points. Ken Meyer, looking more
Muskies rallied for their 14th win . confident on the court, cashed in on
two .shots from the .field for four
against six losses overall.
points as Steve Drew and Paul Jones
In ' the scoring ~epartment for tossed in two from the line and a .
Xavier, starters compiled 73 of the basket respectively.
109 points with the bench·making up
Tony Hicks surpassed Bob Quick
the difference.
for third place on the all-time sc<_>ring
· list. Prior to last night's contest at
Leading the way for the starters Evansville, Hicks was 79 points away
with 29 points
Victor Fleming in from Steve Thomas'. first place record
undoubtedly his best performance of of 1722 with seven games remaining.
The Musketeers take on Detroit .
the year. Jeff Jenkins, replacing sidelined Dexter Bailey in the starting Saturday with a 2.:05 p.m. tip-off
role, was second in· line with .17 scheduled at the Coliseum .. Monday
points. John Shimko (13 po!nts), they .are back on the road against'
Tony Hicks (10 points) and Eddie ·league-leading Loyola.

was

Muskie Victor Fleming lays the ball up.over La Salle's Albert. Butts for two
of his game-high 29 points. (Tony Martino photo).

·---·-· .,. . . .. . k.;r Iead s
Jas.· 1··rzem·s
:

,:,

team .in-tournament.
. B\' CHUCK KELL\'
Sport• Reporter

Xavier . University hosted the
NCAA sectional competition for the
smallbore and air rifle categories last
Saturday, February 5. ·
Tqe ~uskies shot fairly well in the
small bore .but. placed last by losjng.to
Ohio St~te.Scarlet and Gray, University :of Kentucky, · Rose-HulmanMiami and Ohio Universities.
The Ohio ·state Scadet t~am shot
an incredible 4453 to take the first
place trophy. Greg Drawn ofO.S.U.
shot the high score for the match
with a 1124.
· ·
. ··
Kevin Jastrzemski came in first for
the Muskies with. a 1044, Greg
Weisgerber shot a 1009, Cnuck Kelly

a -1008 and rookie Paul· Rutt fired a
954.
There were some bright spots in
the match, however. The Muskies
placed third in the air rifle competi- :
tion by beating 0.S.U. Gray and the
University of Kentucky while losing ·
to O.S.U. Scarlet and Rose-Heilman.
o,s.u. Scarlet came in first by firing a
1429.
. .
Th~ brightest spot for the Muskies,
however, appeared .in the 'form of
Jastrzemski as he fired a 360 in air ri~
fie to place third in the sectfonal. By
doing this, he .won a third.· place
medal - Xavier rifle .team Is first
award in over tlirce' years.
.
.
Xavier has a big match coming up
this weekend as tqey fire in the State
·Air Rifle Championship.
··

Jo Ann· Osterkamp displays the
engraved silver. bowl she received
as a result of appearing In "Faces In
the Crowd" In the Fe.bruary 7 edition
of Sports Illustrated. Osterkamp ·
now owns the Lady ·Muskies' all·
time scoring record. (Tony Martino
photo).

Marty Brennaman (left) and Joe Nuxhall, the "radio voices of the Cln·
clnnatl Reda," wlll show the 1982-World Serles hlghllghts film and
talk baseball this.Monday, February 21, at 1:30 p.m. In.the Terrace
Room.

.
Muskie leers· control own destiny
.

.

.

.

.

.

another shot at the NKU Cobr~ this
afternoon. This Satur4ay, they will
face the.tough Pepsi club. ,In the final
The. 1982·1983hockey season is in
week. of the season, the team. will
its final two weeks. . ·
·
, Xavier's .hockey team will have .. have· games with Harley-Davidson

and PSG Saints on Thursday and
Saturday· respectively.
.
Coach Bob Henne said that "The
lines will be the same as they were
against the Cobras last week, b;ming
· injuries;" Mccafferty, McKenna
and McPike. have combined for 12
Anyone _ntereat. Ing Ying a e to ab In
goals and 12 assists this seasoi:i.
.
student to or from Mt. Loolcout, plea.. call
The Sh.ea line, with Bobby Shea,
.
. Mike at. '
.
.Greg Sichak and . Doug Rogers has
321·3482 or
also· been impressive this season, the
_aftA~ ·
. . coach said. ''This line · is. going
85
·• • • • • •.....
. said Henne. '.'Rogers is
, -· .,.,.,.
'tough in the corners; Shea ·.can score ·
and Sichak sets up the plays well ... a
. IT PAYS TO ASJ( QUESTIONS.
.
perfect
combination.' I
·.· ·. Low Price· lnsuranc:et.
·
· _This year the points have been
manned by freshman Eddy Patton
from Cleveland and rookie: Jack Pi.
INSURANCE
quct, a GAin Brockman.
B\' TOM McPIKE
Sport• Reporter

2609 Vine Street
.
Clifton
Cincinnati Ohio 45219
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• Color Prints from Color Slides

places,'~

'" cew~ .<=RettgeJt~9- ·
871~3340

·· · .111 RIQH.
·· T NOW!

r-------------------~------,
NEED IT? GET IT
I
-

"Quality Printing While You Walt"·
-

•

: ~=::,~~·

, .. 111 _ • Lege11r11~

· · ·

I

. ou1111y prtn11n11 .:. Quick Mrvtce ... auo11ble pr1C..1
·••roct1urn
•C1rbon1H1Form1,
•N1w11etter1 •.

L ::::V~:
,.~ • lu11111n1

,_lll:1l1 liitil:_ll~

Where Quality Counts

I
1
1

1.
I.:
:I"::::.=• · :~:.'~~ · ·.·II .

.:=~~'~'°'"" :~~:m•
• lu11nn1 C1rd1

•Flyer• : .

__ . ..

·

• lloolltet• ·

• Pldcllnt

.
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Call Now for Oulck··OuoiatkHison tbcir Printing NHd• ·.· ·.• · ·· 1· .

4574 MONTGOMERY .ROAD-"NORWOOD, OH 45212...;831-1480

I

:.

Office for Lease
Downtown • bea;uutut
. one/two person offices ..
Restored office complex with
shared secre~artal services
Including f)hotocopler,
typing,: word processor,
·ph()ne answering .and free
parldng. Utilities ·& janitorial
:service lnclud~d. ·· . .
.· $140-200/month, call
.Bruce at Laker Co•.
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····
Wonien'sBasketball
·
· ·
·
. Wasted Bound was too much for
the Rowdies. 'Halftime score was
21-4, Bound up. The Rowdies
.managed to double their score to· 8
fior t h e game. Final score: Wasted
. Rowd'1es 8.
Bound 58;
· iumpe
·
d out to a
Th e D· ou bl!! Sh o~
d At-th e h al,
f t he Double
14-0 Iea.
«
·
Shots were
ah ead 28-10. ·Th.e onen~
sive.attack was led by Barb Allanson
· ·
with 18 pomts
as t he Dou ble Shots
won 55-19 over 2 W
. aste d .
· 3•s he1g
· h t d ommate
·
d t he Pat;
. W
· ·
·
tons Pamers
who started t h e game
.
d
one woman less an all women
shoner. Sharon Moorman .lead· all
' ·
scorers. with a total.o_f 34 points.
.·
Co-Rec Basketball
··
Chesterites scored one for the CoRec Basketballers. Kings and Queens
forfeited· in order to play in a
volleyball .tournament scheduled for
the same time.
Ph.D.'S did not floor a team,
hence, PhiAlph Pi scored an easy vietory~ · Ph.D.'s forfeited to give Phi
.
Alpha Pi a win.
Score a wfo for 7 + _7 as the defense
of the Guys and Dolls broke down in
the second half Final score: 7 + 7 56,
Guys and Dolls 43.,
Last Week In Power Volleyb~ll

1 Lowlifes over· Troi'ans, · 15-10, · tournament.The tournament started
5-1_1; _andJovobo_defeated Spikers· withseventeam.satl2:00p.m.butby
in an exciting giune 15~11. 13-15, the time the sun went down. The
· 15-11. This week, - Wednesday,· He~d emerged as the champions.
February 16: 2:30 p.m. Trojans ver- · The first game of the sinelr.
.sus Jovobo; 3: 30 Lowlifes. versus elimination tournam!!nt· matched
· 'k
·
Sp1
ers.
the Cowboys , against Chester-.
Las t W. eek In c. o- R.cc Voueyb a11
ites/ Delights which was a .. C9·
· ·B d s · ·
Exca l'b
1 er won agamst
Rec team with seven. girls ·and three
· d efieeateprmgs
d Co- guys. TheCo-Recteamcameupwith
1..r7, 15-11. wamors
J ovo bo m-t
· h ree games afiter Iosmg
· t he 3 runs in the fourth to ,post a 4-1
fiJCSt one, 10-15, 15-3, 15-4. Beach upset victory and advance to the next
· wonthe ch am.-· · round.
· burns are back h av1_ng
· h·
· h'1p t he Iast fiour semesters Wit
p1ons
The_ second game was between the
·a ·victory.over
·
· Best
· m
· Th
W
. !!· est 15-4·, NNN and the Foul Balls. The NNN
15-4 . walibangers
·
·over BeatIes 15-1;· took advantage of the Foul Balls havd
c
8-15, ,15-7;· an
as ba h Roe k· ers· over in_g only seven people on their team
H ·D · s 15-12, 15-13.·
and drilled them by a score of 16-2.
Th;
k Th d
is Wee , h urs ay, Februarv 17: John "Scat .Man'' Kettman led th_ e
5:00 p.m. T e Best In t_he West versus · offensive attack for NNNwith a 4 for
w
·
amors
4 perfor.mance including a double,
Bds · ·
6o
: 0 p.rri. e prmgs versus B.D. 's triple and 6 r.b.i. 's. .
7:00 p.m. Casbah Rockers versus CoThe final game of the first round
was between the Nap Pack and the
Jovobo
8:00 p.m. Beach· Bums versus Schrooms which was another runExcalibur
·
away with the Nap Pack winning
9:00 p.m. Wallbangers versus H.D.'s 18-3. Kevin Hohman was 3 for 3 inXUIM Snpwball Softball
eluding a triple to lead the winners .
If you were walking down Victory There were also some tournament
Parkway Saturday afternoon and saw
records set in t)Jis game by the Nap
something orange fly through the air,
Pack with 20 hits and 18 runs. An in,Jo not worry. It was not a UFO~ but dividual record was also set by .Bob
just an orange softball from the first
Dorger. as he struck out twiCe.
annual XUI~ Snowball Softball
The second round began with a

game between the Herd who had a the Herd's offensive attack goi~g 3
first rounJ bye and the . for3withadoubleandatriple.
Chesterites/ lJelights. The
The tournament was also
Chesterites/Delights must have highlighted on.. Saturday's '11:00
known something about the power-. p.m. news on Channel 9 which seemfol Herd because they went out and · ed to excite everyone.
·
recruited two more guys before the Floor Hocke.y results .
game.·
They needed more than the
The most action of the evening in
•
extra manpower as the Herd rolled the game between the·Coral Reefers
over them 9·'· Jeff Kusch provided 3 and the Fudge Packers took place at
hits · for the winners an<l Mike Fudge Packers' goal as the. Coral
McDonald set a tournament record Reefers won 9-0. Leo Shipman rs the
by drawing 3 walks.
Hockey Puck of the week for getting
The . next game was without a · the only penalty for the Fudge
doubt che most exciting game of the Packers.
day between the NNN and the Nap
It was a battle of team captains Pack. The Nap Pack scored 5 runs in
the first inning to race to a 5-1 lead Rick Rochester with 2 . goals and
•
~~y~~~~~- Richard Morissey with 1. goal. The
NNN kept pecking away until they game was dec~ded in sudden death
finally took the lead for good in the overtime - Herd, 2, Elks I.
fifth inning. The final score was the
NNN 10 . Nap Pack :
The Islanders played a fantastic
9
short-stitched attempt against the Pit
That set· up the finals betWeen the Crew. The· final goal of the game was
Herd and NNN. The Herd didn't scored by Bob Messerly with only one
waste any time as they scored .5 runs . second left on the clock. The Pit
. in the first inning, 4 in the second Crew scored 3 goals to the New York
and .5 more · in the third while Islanders 2.
holding NNN scoreless. In fact, the
The Losers did not come close to
NNN failed to score the whole game losing. against the GHA's as/they
due to the strong pitching of Herd scored 6 goals to the GHA's 2. Jim
ace Eddie O'Malley who allowed McKenna and Tom McPike were the
them only 5 hits. Mike D' Amato led outstanding players of the game.
.

.

.GUADALAJARA
SUM.,ER
SCHOOL

When yoU Open with a pair of sixe$1··',
~ Looks like a Stroh Light night.'' >,

. U~i~!!~J!Y J>J. M.z~QJ:i.~~.Qtter,s_
.:.: more_ tha~ 4~~Q11rs~;:antffro~.:: ·.:::

1

pology, art, bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish. Six-week session. June 30-August 8,
1980. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate pro·
gram. Tuition $295. Room
and board in Mexican home,
$315; ' ·.
"'EEO/AA·'·

:;:

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert L. Nugent 209
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(602) 626-4729
r------~~~~-~---.~-;.;.,
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HOT FREE DELIVERY

351-1500

Hof ··FREE Delivery
to Xavier Campus.
3:00PM - 1:OOAM

*FREE*

WITH THIS COUPON .
ON MONDAY & TUESDAY
THROUGHOUT FEBRUARY

·plentY of Stroh Lig~t around; .
you're sure to have a full house
before the end of the night.
·.

·.

1.ooks like a. ·

11

.$t~h Ught night:'·

OUR 12~' CHEESE PIZZA
WHEN YOU BUY OUR
REGULARLY PRICED
16" PIZzA ($5.95)

(fOPPING~EXTR~)

NOT VALID WITH OTHER
COUPONS OR OFFERS

351·1500
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Butterflies Are Free flutters
blindness despite its importance.
prcssions; her walk; and a typical
Utilizing facial expressions ·and body cross-legged hippie posture. "UnaThe Xavier Players' third produc- language, Kunkel expresses the bashed" is truly the best description
tion ·of the year, Leonard Gershe's opposing emotions within his charac- for Jill, whose openness and lack of
"Butterflies 'Are Free," is a sensitive ter. Confronted with· his mother's pretense ci:eate a character whose. deand witty story of a blind musician ·total lack of confidence in his break light and confusion with life are
breaking away from home and be- for independence and Jill's · confi- delightfully easy for the audience to
coming involved with an aspiring ac- dence in his ability to succeed alone, ·read.
tress.
Don is unsure of himself and teeters
Mrs. Baker (Kimber Pate) cosThe play takes place in the mid-to- on the edge of giving up his dream of tumed in pumps and a .stylish hat ..
late sixties in a New York apartment. self-sufficiency. In the end Don's in- portrays Don's patronizing moth.er.
The mood is set by the. background· ner determination overcomes his own She cares for her son· but 'has gotten
inusic played before the show begins, worst handicap of fear as he goes on too used to his dependence. Kimber
and by the set itself, as mellow music living on his ·own. This play ad- Pate truly brings this character co life.
from the era fills the theatre while mirably shows that the difference be- Her swagger and tone are truly those
the set includes a lofted bed; a sky- tween the handicapped and . the of a "Scarsdale matron." As Mrs.
light, and an antiwar-decorated supposedly ''whole'' people· is not as Baker she does nor merely mouth her
refrigerator.
.
great a distance as some think~ One barbs; she spits them. Most notably,
Don Baker (Eric Kunkel) is a may easily be a cripple without any Pate manages to express a variety of
young man blind since birth who is physical stigmata. Kunkel's singing emotions while maintaining the
· attempting to' make it on his own. He adds to his portrayal of the blind mu- disinterested look of a P:T.A. chairhas an agreement with his overly sician, although the accompanying person. Through this medium she
helpful mother (Kimber Pate) to give guitar does not carry enough.
conveys b()th sensitivity and witchihim a two month trial period in
Noreen Sullivan _brings a tree-to· ness in smooth succession. This is
which she promises to leave him New-York-life · believability to the · spotlighted by her distasteful reponse
alone. Hi~ apartment is joined by a . character of Jill Tanner. Jill is a for- to the cross Ralph Austin (Andrew
. door to the apartment of the flighty ward girl with theatrical ambitions. Durbin), an . off-Broadway director
Jill Tanner (Noreen Sullivan.) In· a . While by no means a~ in~ellectual, with whom Jill considers living, in .a
day they meet and fall in love. But as · ·Jill does have her moments of wis- · facial expression that seems ~onh at
always, there is trouble in_ paradise.
dom, . in which,. she is eminently least a thousand (four letter?) words.
Overall, this pfay deals sensitively
Kunkel's portrayal of Don Baker is pleased with herself. Sullivan dates
well·done_. He does not overplay his. Jill to her era with her fadal ex· with the difficult problem of how to.
BY MIKE O'NEILL

Entertainment Critic

Noreen Sulllvan ~nd Eric Kunkel enjoy.a pl_cnlc lunch on'the rug H part of·
the Edgecliff ThHtr•'• current p~oductlon, "Butterfll11 are Free." The play
·
can be lffn this w11kend, Februa~ 18, 19; 20, at 8 p.m.

exc~ptional. This is simply not a .
drama of extremes, either positively
or negatively. It is simply. . . good.

react to the handicapped, and how
the handicapped view themselves. It
is witty and entertaining, but not

Black entertainment abc>unds in Cincinnati's heritage
1

BY DOUG MOLL

Thom Shaw, a graphics designer at · to the Consortium arc white. and that
Cincinnati Bell who will be exhib"the interesting r-:velation. is that
iting paint~ngs · and drawings; and when, people see the exhibits, of the·
William Duffy, a scjdptor and draftsblack artists, they say, 'Well, hell, it
man who will be displaying five looks the same as any other artist'.''
sculpture pieces and. three graphics.
"Wonderful, I'm· glad you know
These three artists · are nationally that!'~ Bond proclaims. ·Bond,
known and have won· · inany pres·
himself an 'artist, points out that he is '
tigious awards.
·
· not trying to segregate black and
white an, only to niake black an '
Also featured is · a project that. more visible to everyone. ·
Bond has wanted· to do for a long
Also at the Consortium will be a
time entitled ''The Developing· Arblack history museum· exhibit which
tists Series.'' This features five local will feature a· documentary-type
self-taught artists. who have ·not yet . l)hotograph display entitled ''The
firmly established themselves i~ the Twenties - Depression Y~ars;" and
an business. Bond pointed out"that it · will also include oral .histories. The
is especially difficult . for aspiring majority of the 1000 photographs.
black artists to get . staned because used came froni the attics and closets
most galleries· are not readily recep- of private citizens. "We're writiaig a
tive to .display their work.' Bond esti- history that's· never... been written .
mates that sixty percent of the visitors before;" Bond beamed.

Entert•lnment Critic

This week is witnessing Xavier
University's seventh annual Black
. Awareness Week. In addition to the
many events here at the Xavie·r campus in celebration of this week, there
are also other goings-on around the
city. Most prominent are those sponsored by the Cincinnati Arts ConSQrtium. :ired Bond, director of
the Consortium; Jiighlighted these
upcoming events featuring black artists and performers.
· At the forefront is . the annual
''Contemporary Black Artists Invitational," which spotlights three
prominent black artists this year. The
three include: Dr. Sharron Sutton,
y.'h~ is .with the An Depai'tment ·at
the University of Cinc~nnati and will
- be exhibiting collages ari~ drawings;

LAURA. O'BRYON'S
.· Restaurant & Pub
is ·now ··RE-OPENED!
after class...

'·

• New expanded menu - steaks, chops, seafood, quiche,
homemade desserts
·
• Live entertainment. on weekends
.
• Happy hour 4·7 daily .:._ All nighl Monday. & Tue~day
• Early Bird Dinn'ers - Special prices 5-6:30 weekdays
·
• Dinner 11 a.m> 10 p.m. Fri. &·Sat. 'til 11 p.m.
Closed Sunday
.. .
• Party Room Available
•Convenient .Parking _in our lot
• Reser1ations. Accepted

Dana

Ave. to· Madison Road tum right
· to

2038.~adleon

Road

.:321~3443
•:

.....~·;·~· ..... ; ; ; !

.

.

·:·.•

:

'·

C· .

'.fhe exhibition .will open ori Saturday, February 19, from j:00-7:()0
p.m. and,, will continue for. three:
weeks. The galleries are. closed on
Mondays, open Tuesday.Friday 10:00
a.m.-8:00 p.m. artd weekends from
10:00 a.mA:OO p~in. Admission'is
free.
· ·
The C~nsortium is also presenting·

a.Studio Theater production, "Don't
Bother Me, I Can't Cope," featuring
. black performers. It is a music:il.performed~ by ·tbc Cons6ri:iuin's repertory company ~nd directed by Shirley
~unJap~ The. dates are February
i7-20 and .24•27 .. Curtain time is 8
p.m. on Thursdays,· Fridays,. and
Saturdays arid 3.p.m. on Sundays.
.

~--··

.

.

their potential. That's the ideal. The
re.ality is that he himself. is unable to .
It's .the jth of July at Thompsoµ ... cope with beingJooked.down upon
Shelterhouse Theatre, ·at least unti' , as ·a cripple. This is .Shaw-RoliinFebruary 20; Tha(s how !ong this :, son_'s third appearance on· the· ,
second -of a trilogy of.plays by Lan~ ' Playhouse stage 'this season. In this
ford Wilson will run at ·the :.rol~ he employ~ a iacoriic presence
.which does not connote the underPlayhouse.
'
P/R Captain Roben C.W.: Dubbs. you bou&ht it!At.an'y rate, 5th ofj11/yis an enter- lying tensions the script describes.
Don't shoot, pledge!
taining holiday we~kcnd spe_nt.at the
·Also of note is Patricia Richardson
Bubba: Yourprayorsworoansworod -it was snow, and
TalJey pJace, a'f:_amily_
·.of fast•·drink~
' as G_wen 'Landis; a .woman
w_ho .is
plenty of.it.,
·
· ·
. ·
.
ing; fa5t
living
d_onating
hcr,body·
to science, piece
Lieutenant T: '"What are you gonna do now Platoon
, . talking,- and Jast·
·
· ·
·
·
Amer~cans. The Ta:Ueys are a colorful·' by .'piece:; :Ric~ardso_n· provides
Leader?"
··
Banlott: That M-i is a prouy moan sparrow-killer you . bunch'. who Jive in rwo worlds, alsome of the best and the mostreJaXed
carry there
.·
most. On the one hand, they hold a coriiic momerits in the play.
K .. What's it like lugging a radio up Mt. Evorost under
buD.lirig rural idea_Jism. In their own
·
'· · ·
·
four inches of snow?
··way, each.ofthein has protested the.
AH if) alJ t:h~·sh'o~ .is good, with
Spaz, What's it like.to bi ~ted by B'ssparrow·Killi:r?
establishment. ·But. oo the· other · .reservations. It, is· noigreat drama,
Sean •. G Gordon Liddy wasn't a druid
hand, each has found reality a harsh and it is not great comedy' but it has
: Fool Killer. Jsn"t it rather. foolish-·to ·be wandoririg
··
and· often> pii.in(ul set of cfrcum- . the. P<>tential. Sitting: in _the audience
through a dungeon along? , '· · · · ·
stances. 'fhe. pfoblem that, the . and watching this yeiy ri:al group of
. Lemunda and Eleanor. Bump (or fall) into any' good
. wells rccomly?· Thorin Oakonshiold, Dwarf Exuaor•
}'alley's .seem _to, ha~e)~ i'1 -making <people: is, ftui, b_µt not m?ving, arid
. dinairc.
·
·
·the jump froni ideal-toicaL · < •. ·
thatiswhatthe:wriiermcantitto be.
~·;~~t~~~i~:'n~oing_m • 11•mpt 00 convert th• Zombies · · .. Aunt ~ally.Talley, for exalliple; she.>, ,Und~rstartd .h9wey~r. tllat shows like
If you"roa Physics Major, but you never anond tho •. ,is e~ery~g(ly"s idea _of wha.t a liber~·: .. ~~C$e·arl! . difficu'lt to produce, not
class.S then obviously you would gcnn F. with Dr.
ated ·gran:dQ.la ought to :be: wise'. but, froni: · a .technical. ~tandpoint,. but
Yerian; IT Just ... ''Comm~it Sense.··
'
'' ·c~L Sh;e.d~cs ~ave her;(>!!,CUlfa~ities_. 'from ':i, sociarstandpoint;· because the
New Marriage of rhe yoat. · .HNS
. though;:~She :has ·kept J1ei' late; hus~ '. -.story. is ~rooted . in . an experience
The Pu said,. Thanks for tho candies. I love them
' .• · ba11d'.s .ashe~ -in· a:'~hitirian's.•candy ' peculiar;~<> the characters. Berkley in.
·· s:ampler for· a year:' She; hasn '. t, 9i*~ :. ':' .· ~~~• I,ate·~.~t~es 1 ig tho~~ _who were ·not
.·_·go~t~CI ~rf>und to burymg:,h1m,. ye~:;.·•<,th,~re;;.h~.b~f~n:l~-~·partof the soda! _ ,
:'fh1s role 1~ portrayed by Anne Shrop" \humor;.-. 9n ,, the .:o'rder: of,: ''Why is :
.
: 10K· 14K
.
· ' _: shire,~and is the strongest chaiacterin:·· °Ca:lifotnia: '-the Graniila. state?" But '
,thi~ p~pduction. Shropshire bas .a. for those people in that time it was a· ·
Southe~ ·Ohio Gold·:
continuity· iii her performance ~hic_h ·. · ; majof. influence in' their social devel~ ,' '
&_·_Sllve.r .Exchange•.· . 'adju,st(it~elffo·other
acto~s who)a~k >;opments.>:This play is important,. but
..,, her:st.rehgth.
' ·...··'. ' - ' . ':;' )t canno~ :wo,rk' properly ifthe cast
831·9900
: .(• C:harles Shaw-Robinson a5 Ken. . does. n(;it createin the subtext what
· 'Sellfng .14K Chains . "
. JaH~Y 6,;another. example of on·e·who >the writer ha5 not put iq the script ..If
I' .-' uVV~\vlH trade f(>r rings"; .
I
,.<~
.caugnf.berween realities".' AViet' >the: actors can't 'convey what ·it was
· ·OpenSunday·N()()n-5prn ·.·
"cfwho· ha5Jost his legs,. Ken _is. >"like tolive back then:ln that tim.e and
· '.' w~ays·1oam.a:30l>m
·_.a:m~i'i-ho~ as.i teacher, heJps emo~ p)ac~, dicn· th~ audience,, Jike the I
i:iptialJy/, di~turbed · children reach Talley's, are caught berween reaJitics; ·

- · 701t

BY TIM CHAMPION
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